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Syntheticseismogramsproducedby the finite differencemethod are used to study the scatteringof
elastic and acousticwaves in two-dimensional media with random spatial variations in seismicvelocity.
The resultsof this studyprovide important insightsabout the propagationof short-period(< 1 s) seismic
wavesin the earth'scrust and place significantconstraintson the fluctuation spectrumof crustal hetero-

geneity on length scalesfrom tens of kilometersto tens of meters.The syntheticseismogramsare
analyzed to determine the variation in travel times and waveformsacrossarrays of receivers.The
apparentattenuationcausedby scatteringand the time decayand amplitudeof the seismiccoda are also
quantifiedwith the numerical simulations.Random media with Gaussianand exponentialcorrelation
functionsare considered,
as well as a self-similarmediumwith equalvariationsin seismicvelocityover a
broad range of length scales.These media differ in the spectralfalloff of their velocity fluctuationsat
wavelengthssmallerthan 2rr times the correlationdistancea. The syntheticseismogramsdemonstrate
that a random medium with self-similar velocity fluctuations at length scalesless than about 50 km
(a > 10 km) can explain both travel time anomaliesreported for teleseismicarrivals acrosslarge-scale
seismicarrays(e.g.,LASA and NORSAR) and the presenceof seismiccoda at frequenciesof 30 Hz and
greatercommonlyobservedin microearthquakewaveforms.Media with Gaussianand exponentialcorrelation functions in velocity do not account for both sets of observationsfor reasonablestandard
deviationsin velocity(< 10%). The scatteringattenuation(Q-•) observedin the simulationsfor Gaussian media is peaked at ka between 1 and 2, where k is the seismicwave number. The observed
attenuationin exponentialmedia increaseswith frequencyfor ka < 1 and remains about constantfor
1 < ka < 5.6. At high frequencies
(ka > 5), the self-similarmediumis characterizedby a scatteringQ that
is constantwith frequency,whereastheory predictsthat the apparent Q in an exponentialmedium is
proportional to frequency.These alternative models of crustal heterogeneitycan thus be tested by
improvedmeasurements
of the frequencydependenceof crustalQ at frequenciesgreaterthan about 1 Hz,
assumingthat scatteringis responsible
for most of the attenuationat thesefrequencies.
Measurementsof
the time decayof the syntheticcoda wavesclearly show that the singlescatteringmodel of coda decayis
not appropriatein the presenceof moderateamountsof scatteringattenuation(scatteringQ < 200). In
thesecases,Q valuesderivedfrom the coda decay rate usingthe singlescatteringtheory do not correspondto the transmissionQ of the medium.The crosscorrelationof syntheticwaveformsobservedfor
an array of receiversalong the free surfaceis observedto be dependenton the correlationdistanceof the
medium. The self-similarrandom medium proposedhere for the crust produceswaveform variations at
high frequencies
(15-30 Hz) similarto thosereportedfor actualsmall-scaleseismicarrayswith apertures
of hundreds of meters.

INTRODUCTION

The scattering of short-period seismicwaves (T < 1 s) by
heterogeneitiesin the earth's crust and upper mantle affectsa
number of seismic observables,including amplitudes, travel
times,spectra,and waveforms.A full understandingof seismic
scatteringis clearly necessaryto comprehendthe propagation
of short-period seismicwaves in the lithosphere.We use the
term "scattering"in this paper to refer to the interaction of
seismicwaves with spatial variations in material propertiesof
the medium, variations that range in size from severalseismic
wavelengthsto a small fraction of a wavelength.The study of
short-period seismicwaves is of increasinginterest to seismologists,as more attention is devotedto the evaluation of high-
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frequencystrong ground motions, the estimation of earthquake and explosionsourceparametersfrom high-frequency
data, and the analysis of high-resolutionseismicexploration
surveys.

In this paper, we are concernedwith variations in seismic
velocity in the earth's crust with scalelengths ranging from
tens of kilometers down to tens of meters. Relatively large-

scalevariations(> 10 km) in crustalvelocityhave beenidentified in tomographicinversionsof travel time anomaliesobservedat seismicarrays for both teleseismicwaves [Aki et al.,
1977] and local earthquakes(see, e.g., Hearn and Clayton
[-1986a,b]). Scatteringfrom smaller-scaleheterogeneities(< 1
km across)representsone possiblemechanismfor the generation of seismic coda that is generally observed for microearthquakewaveformsat frequenciesgreater than 1 Hz
[Aki, 1969]. It has been proposedthat scatteringfrom such
small-scaleheterogeneitiesis responsiblefor the apparent attenuation of seismicwaves in the lithosphere at frequencies
from 1 to 25 Hz [Aki, 1980a, b]. Theoretical and numerical
studiesdemonstratethat scatteringproducesapparent attenu-
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Fig. 1. Representationsof the three types of random media consideredin this study. Each medium shown has a

corielation
distance
of 200m. The amplitude
of eachhorizontallinedenotes
therandomcomponent
of theP or S wave
velocity(V•,/Vs constant).Areas with higher thah averagevelocityare shaded.In the top panel, the positionsof the
explosionsource(star) and receiverarray (bar) along the free surfaceare shown.This configurationwas usedin the
simulationsdescribedin the sectionon high-frequency
coda amplitudeand crosscorrelation.

ation with distancein a manner similar, in some respects,to
intrinsic loss mechanisms[Wu, 1982; Richards and Menke,
1983; Frankel and Clayton, 1984; Malin and Phinney, 1985].

some average velocities.Such media are meant to approxi-

mate the heterogeneity
of the crustcausedby variationsin
composition and the presenceof fracturesand fluid-filled in-

Scatiering
alsocauses
variations
in waveforms
andamplitudes clusions.Examples of the three types of random media conacrossseismicarrays [seeRingdaland Husebye,1982].
sideredin this paperare shownin Figure 1. Eachmediumis
We seek to explain thesevarious manifestationsof scatter- describedby its spatial autocorrelation function, which is
ing with a singlerandom medium model of the heterogeneity commonly referred to as simply the "correlation function."
df the crust. Such a model should account for observations The media vary in their spectrumof fluctuationsand will be
over a broad spectrumof seismicfrequencies(1-30 Hz) and discussed
in detail in the followingsection.
describethe spectrumof velocityfluctuationsin the crust over
a wide range of length scales(tensof metersto tens of kilomeFINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD APPLIED
ters).
TO RANDOM MEDIA
We usesyntheticseismograms
generatedby the finite difference method to study waves propagating through twoThe finite differencemethod propagatescompleteseismic
dimensional random media. These random media consist of a
wave fields through a two-dimensionalgrid with arbitrarily
small component(< 10% standarddeviation)of their P and S complexvariationsin material properties.The applicationof
wave velocitiesvarying randomly in space,superimposedon this techniqueto seismicwave propagationin random media
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TABLE 1. Correlation Functionsand Spectrafor Random Media Studied
One- Dime nsio nal
Correlation

Function

N(r)

Gaussian

e- r2/a2

Exponential

e-r/a

Von Karman:

self-similar*

Fourier Transform

(7•)•/2ae--k2a2/4
2a

Tw o- Dimension

al

Fourier Transform
a2
•e

-- kr2a2 / •.

2

a2

1 + k2a2
a

(1 + k2a2)
1/2

(1 + kr2a2)
3/2
a2

1 + kr2a2

*See Appendix B for normalization.

was first describedby Frankel and Clayton [1984]. The finite
differencemethod has several advantagesover theoretical
treatmentsof scattering.It producessyntheticseismograms
for
any point on the grid. It includesall multiply scatteredwaves,
converted waves (P to S, S to P), diffractions, and caustics.
Most theoretical studiesof seismicscatteringassumethe first
Born approximation,which statesthat only single scattering
occursand that scatteringlossesfrom the primary wave can
be neglected[Pekeris, 1947; Chernov,1960]. This approximation is valid only for weakly scatteringmedia and appears
inappropriate for many portions of the crust [Hudson and
Heritable,1981; Richardsand Menke, 1983]. Unlike some approachesto scatteringwhich assumethe ray approximation,
the finite difference method is not restricted to certain ratios of

Exponential

a=80m

wavelengthto scatterersize and can be used for media with
velocityfluctuationsover a range of lengthscales.
The two-dimensional acoustic wave equation describing
pressure(P) in a medium where the velocityv is a functionof
x and z and the densityis constantis given by

P.,,= va(x,z)(P.•,•,
+ P.::)

Here subscriptsafter commasindicatepartial derivatives.For
elasticwaves,the two coupledequationsfor the horizontal (u)
and vertical(w) componentsof displacementare

pu., = [(• + 2•)u.• + •w.:].• + [•(w.• + u.3].:

(2)

pw,. = [(2 + 2#)w.:+ 2u,,,].:+ [#(w.,,+ u.:)].,,

(3)

4.2

km

Fig. 2. Typicalconfigurationusedfor the studyof apparentattenuation.The star denotesthe locationof the explosion
source,and the trianglesare the receivers.All edgeshave absorbingboundary conditions.The grid size is 210 by 200
points,with a grid spacingof 20 m. The mediumhas an exponentialcorrelationfunctionand a correlationdistanceof 80
m.

(1)
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Fig.3. Snapshots
(timeslices)
ofthedivergence
(P waves)
andcurl(SVwaves)
fora wavefieldpropagating
through
themedium
shown
in Figure
2 witha standard
deviation
in velocity
of 10%.Thekavalueat thedominant
wavelength
is
about1.Foreachtimestepthedivergence
andcurlaredisplayed
withthesameshading
scale.

where;t and/• are the Lamdconstants
andp is the density.
The solutions
for theseequations
containall converted
phases,
multiple reflections,and diffractions.These equationsare
solvednumerically
by replacing
thepartialderivatives
by their
finitedifference
approximations
for a discrete
timestepAt and
grid spacingh. Detailsof the methodare givenby Kelly et al.
[1976].The finitedifference
algorithms
usedin thispaperutilized fourth-orderapproximations
to the spatialderivatives,
which are superiorin accuracyto the second-order
schemes
morecommonlyusedin finite differencemodelingof seismic

waves.The inaccuracy
of the finite difference
algorithmsat

highfrequencies
produces
frequency
dependent
errorsin phase
and groupvelocityknownas grid dispersion
[Alfordet al.,
1974].Theseerrorsarea function
of thewavelength
to grid
spacing
ratioandcanproduce
effects
in thesynthetic
seismogramssimilarto thoseof attenuation.AppendixA discusses
variousaccuracy
teststhat we haveperformed
to ensurethat
theseerrorsarenotcontaminating
ourresults.
The randommediaare characterized
by their correlation

function
(or, equivalently,
theirfluctuation
spectrum),
prob-
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N(r)rdo(k,r) dr

(6)

wherekr is the radial wavenumberand equals(k,,2 + kz2)•/2
and Jo(x) is the zero-order Besselfunction.
The fluctuation spectra for these media are flat up to a
corner wave number inverselyproportional to the correlation
distanceand then fall off at higher wave numbers (ka > 1).
The key feature which distinguishesthe three correlation functions is the falloff in spectralamplitude of the velocity fluctuations for wavelengthsless than 2n times the correlation distance (i.e., ka > 1). The Gaussianmedium has a strong, exponentialdecayof spectralamplitude,resultingin a smoothly
varying medium (see Figure 1). For the exponential medium

R

1580m

the two-dimensional
spectrumdecaysas k•-3 for ka > 1, and
this medium has more "roughness"at small length scalesthan
the Gaussianmedium (Figure 1).
The medium with the Von Karman function (m = 0) is
characterized by heterogeneities that are self-similar for
ka > 1. This medium is "rougher"at small length scalesthan
the exponential medium (Figure 1). In this paper we use the

2780m

term "self-similar"

to indicate

that the standard

deviation

of

the medium, calculated over equal logarithmic intervals of
wave number, remains constant over a range of length scales.

3980m

The variance(a2)overa certainrangeof radialwavenumbers
(k,•,k,2)is estimated
by integratingthetwo-dimensional
power
Fig. 4. (Left) Syntheticseismograms
for a P wave propagating
through a constant velocity medium (see Figure 2 for geometry).
Radial and transversecomponentsof velocityare shownfor receivers
from 380 to 3980 m from the source. Amplitudes of all synthetics
shown in this paper are correctedfor geometricalspreading.(Right)
Syntheticseismogramsfor a P wave traveling through an exponential
randommedium(ac - 10%, a = 40 m, ka = 1.16at 30 Hz).

ability distribution, and standard deviation (or spectralamplitude). Two correlation functions often used in scattering
theory [Chernov, 1960] are the Gaussian function, where

N(r) = e-r2/a:and the exponential
functionN(r)= e-r/a. Here
r standsfor the offset (or spatial lag) and a is the correlation
distance.The random medium is assumedto be isotropic. A
third type of correlation function, the Von Karman function
[Tatarski, 1961] commonly cited in turbulencetheory, is defined as

] \a/
(r•mKm(r
N(r)
=2m•F(ml•--•
\a/•

(4)

where Km(X)is a modified Besselfunction of order m and F(m)
is the gamma function. In this paper, we consider a specific
type of Von Karman function,where m equalszero. For this
case,the unnormalized correlation function is

The correlation functions used in this paper are listed in
Table 1 along with their one- and two-dimensional Fourier
transforms.

The Fourier

transform

of the correlation

function

representsthe power spectrum of the medium fluctuations.
The one-dimensionalFourier transformP(k) is given by

P(k)=

N(r)eik•dr

(5)

spectrum of the medium

a2 =

krP(k,)k,dk,.

(7)

r1

For the Von Karman medium with m = 0, the variance com-

puted over an octaveinterval of wave number is (for k,a >> 1)

a2 .....

ß

kr2

In (k,)l,2f'
= In (2)

(8)

Therefore the standard deviation is independent of wave
number (or length scale)for ka >>1, and the medium is selfsimilar. Andrews [1980] used a comparable fluctuation spectrum to model random variations in seismlcstressdrop along
a fault surface. This type of medium representsone of the
fractal geometriesdescribedby Mandelbrot [1977]. The essential property of fractal media is that they display irregularity
on all length scales.In a number of studies,Mandelbrot has
analyzed the fractal geometry of a variety of natural processes.
The spectralamplitudesof suchfractal media are power functions of wave number [Mandelbrot and Wallis, 1969].
The following procedure was used to construct the random
media on the two-dimensionalgrid for most of the finite difference simulations described in this paper. First, a random
number generator assigneda velocity v(x, z) sequentially to
each point on the grid. The random velocity field was then
Fourier transformed to wave number space,filtered to achieve
the desired spectrum, and transformed back to the spatial
domain to yield the velocity field for the simulations.All the
random media discussedin this paper had a Gaussianprobability distributionof seismicvelocity,centeredon the average
velocity. The ratio of P and $ wave velocity was kept constant, so that both velocities varied in the same manner across
the grid. The density was constant at all points. The media
were normalized by their standard deviation. In some cases,
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Fig. 5. (Top) Finite differenceseismograms
calculatedfor an array of receiversalong the free surfacefor plane P waves
propagatingverticallythrough(Bottom) random media with correlationdistancesof 10 km (left) and 1 km (right) Both
media have exponentialcorrelationfunctionsand a standarddeviation in velocityof 5%. The plane wave is initiated in the
homogeneousregion at the base of the random medium. The seismogramsare the vertical components,with positive
displacements
shaded,and are alignedat the positionsof the receiversalong the free surface.
the standard

deviation of a discrete random medium differs
wave front generatedat the left side of the grid (seetime 0.064
significantlyfrom that of a continuousmediumwith the same s) is an artificial reflection of the P wave traveling leftward
spectrum.The normalizationof the randommediais discussed from the source. This artifact travels well behind the initial P
in detail in Appendix B.
wave front and most of the scatteredSV wave energy.
Figure 2 depicts a typical grid configurationused for the

attenuation

measurements

j

described in a later section of this

paper: a 210 by 200 point grid, 20 m grid spacing,averageP
wave velocity of 6.5 km/s, average S wave velocity of 3.65

km/s,densityof 2.7 g/cm3.The sourceis an explosion
located
near the left edge of the grid and consistsof a line source
extending perpendicular to the plane of the grid. The dominant frequencyof the sourcewavelet is 20 Hz. The medium
has an exponentialcorrelationfunctionwith a = 80 m so that
ka • 1 at the dominant wavelengthof the pulse. The standard
deviation in velocity is 10%. All edgesof the grid have absorbing boundary conditions [Clayton and Engquist, 1977] to
suppressartificial reflections.
In Figure 3 we show a seriesof time slices(or snapshots)of
elastic waves propagating through this random medium.
Many important features of wave propagation through
random media are apparent. We display the divergenceand
curl of the seismic wave field in Figure 3 rather than the
displacements,so that the P wave and SV wave energy can be
discriminated. Since the source is an explosion, it generates
only P waves (divergence).As the circular wave front propagates into the random medium, it becomesquite distorted.
Significantdifferencesin amplitude and travel time are produced for receiversat equal distancesfrom the source.A large
amount of SV wave energy (curl) is observedbehind the original P wave front, a result of P to SV conversionsduring
propagation through the random medium. The P wave energy
behind the original wave front is also caused by scattering.
The scattered SV wave energy in the time sliceshas shorter
wavelengthsthan the scatteredP wave energy, a consequence
of the slower velocity of the SV waves.The semicircularSV
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Fig. 6. Root mean square(rms) variation in travel time observed
acrossthe array in the simulationsas a function of the correlation
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For each correlation distance, results are shown for media made from

two different random number seeds.The solid curve representsthe
theoretical travel time variation for Gaussian media derived by
Chernov[ 1960].
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self-similarrandom media with a = 20 km and a = 5%. The stairstepappearanceof the anomaliesis causedby the
discretetime step used in the finite differencealgorithm. (Bottom) Spatial autocorrelationfunctions of the travel time
anomaliesshownabove,plotted on expandeddistancescales.

Figure 4 displays the syntheticseismogramsfor receivers
embeddedwithin the finite differencegrid, extendingoutward
from the source.On the left sideof Figure 4, syntheticsfor a P
wave pulse propagatingthrough a constantvelocity medium
are shown. The amplitudesof all the syntheticsdisplayedin
this paper are correctedfor geometricalspreading(multiplied
by the squareroot of distance).
The syntheticson the right side of Figure 4 are for the
random medium of Figure 2. Severalfeaturesof the synthetics
are noteworthy and are qualitatively similar to properties of
actual short-periodseismograms
(seealso Frankel and Clayton
[1984]). There is significantseismiccoda after the direct pulse.
Sizeabledisplacements
on the transversecomponentsare observed in the P wave syntheticsfor the random medium. In
addition, it is clear that the amplitude of the seismicpulse
decreasesin amplitude as it propagatesthrough the random
medium, compared to the constant velocity case. This effect

differencesimulationsare appliedto quantifytheseparameters
as a function of the correlation distance and correlation funcmedia. The results from the simulations

tion of the random

are then compared with someactual observationsto constrain
modelsof crustalheterogeneity.
Travel

Time Variations

There

is a considerable

collection

of observations

docu-

mentingthe variation of travel timesacrossseismicarrays.We
are concernedhere with large-scaleseismicarrays with station
spacingsgreaterthan 10 km and aperturesof about 100 km or
more. Significanttravel time variations are observedby these
networks

for both teleseismic P waves and P waves from local

earthquakes.The rms travel time variation (aat)observed at

LASA, for example,is about 0.2 s for a givente!eseism
[see

Aki, 1973]. Other arrays, such as NORSAR in Norway and
wasnotedfor acoustic
waves
byFrankel
andClayton
[1984] SCARLET in southernCalifornia, displaysimilar fluctuations
in travel time (see Berteussen[1975] and Powell and Meltzer
and is a result of apparentattenuationfrom scattering.Intrinsic attenuation was not included in these simulations, so that
[1984] respectively),with peak to peak variations of several
all attenuation observedis causedby scattering.This scatter- tenthsof seconds.Many studieshave invertedthe arrival time
ing attenuation will be measuredin a later portion of this variations to obtain three-dimensionalmodelsof velocity fluctuations for the crust and upper mantle (see, e.g., Aki et al.
paper.
[1977] and Humphreys[1985]). Becauseof the station spacing
and
ray coverage,these inversionscan resolve velocity variCONSTRAINTS ON MODELS OF CRUSTAL HETERoGENEITY
ations on scalelengthsof greater than 10 km. Lateral heteroIn this sectionof the paper we considerthree observations geneity in the crust is also apparent in travel time residuals
from actual seismograms
(travel time variation, coda ampli- from local earthquakes.Simultaneousinversion for local vetude, and waveform crosscorrelation)and their implications locity structureand earthquake hypocentersrevealssignificant
for the spectrumof velocityfluctuationsin the crust.The finite variations in crustal velocity over length scalesof about 10 km
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7 but with a correlationdistanceof 10 km for eachmedium.

(see,e.g., Thurber [1983]). Resultsfrom time term and tomographic studies from local earthquake data also document
these larger-scaleheterogeneities[e.g., Hearn and Clayton,
1986a, b]. Again, the reported peak to peak variations in
travel time are severaltenthsof seconds.Any model of crustal
heterogeneitymust accountfor thesevariationsof travel time.
Travel time variations for teleseismicwaves propagating
through random media were determinedfrom the elasticfinite
differencesynthetics.The geometry is shown in Figure 5. A
horizontal plane P wave is propagatedvertically through the
random medium,and seismograms
are calculatedfor an array
of 150 receiversspaced1 km apart along the free surface.The
grid spacingis now 500 m, so that the vertical dimensionof
the random medium (110 grid points)correspondsto a thickness of 55 km, somewhat larger than that of typical continental crust. The side and bottom edges of the grid have
absorbing boundary conditions. To avoid edge effects, the
actual side boundariesof the grid are located 50 grid points
from either end of the array. The sourcewaveletis shapedas a
Gaussianand has a dominant frequencyof about 1 Hz.
The simulations

demonstrate

that the amount

of travel time

scatterersproducesgreater variations in amplitudesacrossthe
array.

Figure 6 displaysthe travel time variations observedin the
simulationsas a function of correlation distance,for Gaussian,
exponential, and self-similarmedia. Travel times were determined from the time on the syntheticseismogramswhere the
P wave amplitude first exceeds0.01 of the peak amplitude.
The travel times were measuredto an accuracy of 0.04 s,
which correspondsto the time stepusedin the finite difference
scheme. The measurements

discussed in detail below.

The results from the simulations demonstrate

in velocity. It is clear that the medium with the larger correlation distance produces much larger travel time variations
(rms travel time variation %r of 0.179 s) than the medium
with the smaller scatterers(ear = 0.04 s). This observationis
intuitively obvious, but the finite differencesimulationsallow
the quantificationof thesetravel timesfor a variety of random
media. Figure 5 also illustrates that the medium with larger

that a corre-

lation distancegreaterthan about 10 km is requiredto explain
the rms travel time variations greater than 0.1 s that are observed in actual data (Figure 6). For all the media the rms
travel time variations clearly increase with correlation dis-

TABLE 2. Measured
Widthsll/2 of Autocorrelation
Functions
of
Travel Time Anomalies

fluctuation observedfor a random medium is directly related
to the correlation distance.Figure 5 shows the seismograms
calculatedfor the array for exponentialmedia with correlation
distances of 10 and 1 km, each with a 5% standard deviation

were made for media constructed

with two random number seeds.Figures 7-9 show the travel
time variations acrossthe array for various media and will be

1•/2,km
Medium

a, km

Medium A

Medium B

Gaussian
Gaussian

10
20

12
21.5

9
15

Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Self-similar
Self-similar

1
10
20
10
20

3
19
23
9
21

3
11
14
8
11
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tance (Figure 6). While travel time variations for the Gaussian
and exponential media with the same correlation distance a
are comparable, the self-similarmedium with the same a ex-
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EXPONENTIAL
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km
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hibits about half the fluctuation.

Figure 6 also shows the theoretical travel time variations
predicted for Gaussian random media by the scalar theory of
Chernov [1960]. Using the result for the variance of phase

fluctuations
aA•fromChernov
[1960]andsubstituting

UUU I

1

GAT
---•0
-0.200

we find the variance of the travel time is

2 (rr)
•/2a2
aL l+--tan
%2( D
' -•D)

aAr= 2

(9)

DZ•?,•CS

0.002

where L is the thicknessof the heterogeneouszone, a is the
standarddeviation in velocity,Vois the averagevelocity, D ---

A

4Lika2, andk is the wavenumber(here1 km-•). The theoretical travel time variations

are similar to the observations

from

the syntheticsfor the Gaussianmedia.
The travel time fluctuation is observedto be dependent on
the thickness of the heterogeneouszone L, for media with
relatively large correlation distances(> 10 km). We have performed two finite difference runs for media with 220 grid
points in the z direction, correspondingto a thicknessof 110
km, twice that of the previous examples. For a self-similar
medium with a--20 km, the rms travel time variation increasedsignificantly from 0.128 to 0.148 s when the thickness
was doubled. However, the observed increase of travel time

OFFSET (•m)

Fig. 9. Travel time residuals and autocorrelation function for an
exponential medium with a = 1 km and a = 5%. The jagged appearanceof the residualsis again the result of the discretetime step of

with L is lessthan the factor of 1.36 predicted by equation (9)
for Gaussian media. For the case of an exponential medium
with a--- 1 km, the travel time variation showed no dependence on the thickness of the medium, increasing by only

the simulations.

0.005 s as the thickness was doubled.

depictedin Figures7 and 8. We measured
the spatiallag 1•/2,

Thus the rms travel time anomalies

observed

at LASA

and

NORSAR (aAr • 0.2 s) can be produced by a self-similar
medium with a > 20 km, a standard deviation of about 5%,
and a thickness somewhat greater than 100 km. Of course,
certain trade-offs occur in the estimation of these parameters,
sinceincreasesin a, L, and a all produce greater travel time

ations of the medium. These autocorrelation

functions are also

where the height of the autocorrelationfunction reacheshalf
its peak value and the resultsare listed in Table 2 for media
produced with two random number seeds.The simulations

indicatethat l•/2 increases
with a for eachtypeof mediumand
is roughly comparableto a in the casesstudied.This observation

is consistent

with

the

theoretical

results

of

Chernov

variations.

[1960],who foundthat l•/2 is aboutequalto a for Gaussian

The spatial correlation of the travel time variations across
large-scalearrays provides another key constraint on the correlation distanceof the crustand upper mantle. The variations
in travel time across the array used in the simulations are
shown in Figures 7 and 8 for media with correlation distances
of 20 and 10 km, respectively(L- 55 km, a = 5%). Each
medium was producedwith the samerandom number seed.In
Figure 7 (a--20 km) we see a similar pattern in the long
wavelength (• 100 km) anomaly between the Gaussian, exponential, and self-similarmedia, with slow travel times in the
center of the array and fast arrivals at the edges.However, the
travel time fluctuationsat small length scales(< 30 km wavelength) are larger (relative to the long-wavelengthanomaly)
for the self-similarand exponentialmedia than the Gaussian
one. For any particular type of random medium, thesesmallscalevariations are larger when a = 10 km than for a = 20 km
(compareFigures7 and 8).
The width of the spatial autocorrelation function of the

media (for D < 10). In the simulations,no systematicdiffer-

travel

time

anomalies

is observed

in the simulations

to be

dependent on the correlation distance of the velocity vari-

encewas observedin the valuesof l•/2 betweenself-similar,
exponential, and Gaussian media with the same correlation
distance a.

An exponentialmedium with a = 1 km cannot produce the
spatial correlation of travel time anomalies commonly observedin large-scalearrays. The travel time variations derived
from the syntheticsfor sucha medium are shownin Figure 9,
along with their autocorrelationfunction. Again we note the
small

travel

time variations

for such a medium.

The

auto-

correlationfunctionis quite narrow,with 1•/2- 3 km. This
width is significantly less than those of correlation functions
observedat LASA, NORSAR, GBA (India), and SCARLET,
which are consistentlygreater than 10 km (see Aki [1973],
Berteussenet al. [1975a, b], and Powell and Meltzer [1984],
respectively).The finite differenceresultsdemonstratethat selfsimilar, exponential, and Gaussianrandom media with a > 10
km produce autocorrelation functions with widths of 8 km
and larger (Figures 7 and 8), similar to the actual observations.
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Coda Amplitude at High Frequencies

Another major constrainton the heterogeneityspectrumof
the crust is the presenceof seismiccoda at high frequencies
(> 10 Hz) in the waveformsof microearthquakes.We quantify
the coda amplitude and waveform variation for finite difference syntheticsobtained with the configurationshown in the
top panel of Figure 1. This configuration is intended to approximate a geometry common to local recordings of microearthquakes,with receiversat an epicentraldistanceabout
twice the sourcedepth. For the simulationsa group of receivers are placed along the free surface,starting at an epicentral
distanceof 3.2 km and spaced20 m apart (one grid spacing).
An explosion sourceis located at 2 km depth in the lower
left-hand corner of the grid. The dominant frequency of the
sourceis about 20 Hz. The left, right, and bottom edgesof the
grid all have absorbingboundaryconditions.
The finite differencesyntheticsdocumentthat the amplitude
of the high-frequencycoda is dependenton the falloff of the
heterogeneityspectrumat high wave numbers.Figure 10 illustrates the synthetic seismogramsfor self-similar and exponential media with a correlation distance of 10 km and a
standard deviation in velocity of 5%. These random media,
with correlation distanceslarger than the total grid size, were
constructedby the proceduredescribedin Appendix B. It is
clear from Figure 10 that the self-similarmedium with a = 10
km producessignificantcoda at frequenciesof 30 Hz, whereas
the exponentialmedium doesnot. The P wave coda amplitude
for the self-similarmedium is roughly comparableto that observedin microearthquakewaveformsrecordedat similar hypocentral distances(•5-10 km) in a variety of tectonic regimes. The reader is referred to seismogramsdisplayed by
Fletcher [1980, 1982] and Aki and Chouet [1975] for microearthquakesnear Oroville, California; Monticello, South
Carolina; and NORSAR in Norway, respectively.The relative
amplitude of the direct arrival and the coda will be affectedby
the radiation pattern of the earthquake source,which is not
included in these simulations (isotropic explosion source).
However, this effectdoesnot bias our comparisonbetweenthe
synthetics and microearthquake waveforms, since we are
citing a generalobservationbasedon a number of microearthquake waveforms.Any variation in the relative amplitude of
the P wave and the coda causedby the earthquake radiation
pattern would be averagedout over the many observationsof
microearthquakewaveforms.
We examinedthe amplitude of the syntheticcoda as a function of correlation distance for self-similar and exponential
media. Typical syntheticseismogramsfor self-similarand exSELF-SIMILAR

dist: 3740m
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Fig. 12. Averageof the crosscorrelationof the filtered synthetic
coda (seeFigure 10) as a function of receiverseparationor offset(see
text). Resultsare shown for syntheticsband-passfiltered at 12.5-17.5
Hz and 25-35

Hz. The medium

was self-similar

with a = 10 km and

a=5%.

ponential media (a = 10%) with a = 200 m and 1000 m are
shownin Figure 11 (geometryas in Figure 1). The coda amplitude decreasesstrongly for the exponential medium as the
correlation distanceincreases.In contrast,the coda amplitude
remains about constant for the self-similarmedia, despite the
factor of 5 increase in a. The rms amplitude of the filtered
coda (25-35 Hz) was measuredand compared for the vertical
component at 20 receiversalong the free surface.The ratio of
the coda amplitude between the exponential media with
a -

1000 m and 200 m was 0.46 + 0.06.

This behavior of the coda amplitude with respectto correlation distanceis consistentwith the weak-scatteringtheory of
Chernov[1960]. We adapt this theory to the two-dimensional
geometry of the simulations in Appendix C. For two random
media with correlation distancesal and a2 (equal a), equation

(C7) allowsthe ratio of scatteredenergy((I)l/(I)2)
2 at wave
number k and angle 0 to be expressedas the ratio of the
two-dimensionalpower spectra(P(k,)) of the media, suchthat

(l)lh
2 Pl[2k
sin(0/2)]

•22J
=P212k
sin
(0/2)]

(10)

Substitutingthe power spectrumfor exponentialmedia (Table
l) into (15), the ratio of the scatteredamplitudebecomes

(I)2
(I)
1-- ZaI •(17+•m2al
k,,2aD2_•
j -- •11
a2 (11)

EXPONENTIAL

wherek.• - 2k sin (0/2) and k,,a >>1. Thus the coda amplitude
for exponential media will be inversely proportional to the
square root of the correlation distance,as is roughly found in
the amplitudes of the synthetic coda noted above for a•1000 m and a2 -- 200 m.
In two self-similarmedia with correlation distancesof a•
and a2, the ratio of coda amplitudesis found from equations
(C 10) and (10)'

a: 200m

a: 1000m

0.2
i

sec
i

Fig. 11. Syntheticseismograms
(verticalcomponents)for a receiver at the free surfacefor self-similarand exponentialmedia with correlation distancesof 200 m and 1000m (a = 10%). "S" indicatesthe SV
wave reflectedfrom the lower left-handcorner of the grid.

q)l.
1/2
02 [(a1•2
L\a2/(1
(1+km2a22)l
+k,.2•72)]

(12)

For kma>>1, this ratio approachesunity and the coda amplitude for self-similar

media

remains

about

constant

with

re-
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Fig. 13. Averageof the crosscorrelationof the filtered(25-35 Hz) syntheticcoda as a functionof receiverseparationfor
two exponentialrandommedia (a = 10%) with differingcorrelationdistances(20 m and 200 m).

spect to the correlation distance,as is observedin the simula-

5%. Each data point representsan average of from 50 to 59

tions(Figure11).Here we havealsoassumed
that kNy•a>>1,

determinations

so that the normalization factor C in equation (B9) is insen-

lation decreasesas the receiverseparationincreases.The rate
of falloff of the crosscorrelation is greater at higher frequency
(30 Hz) than at the lower frequency(15 Hz). These general
features of the waveform cross correlation are commonly reported in actual data from small-scalearrays of seismometers
with station separationsof about 100 m [Smith et al., 1982;
McLaughlin et al., 1983]. It is noteworthy that a self-similar
medium with a = 10 km and 5% standard deviation produces
significantvariationsin waveformsat frequenciesof 15-30 Hz
for receiversseparatedby more than 200 m.

sitive to the correlation

distance.

The observationsof the synthetic coda amplitudes lead to
an important conclusionconcerningthe correlation function
appropriate for the crust. Media with Gaussian and exponential correlation functionsand correlationdistancesof 10
km or more (5-10% standarddeviation) would producenegligible amounts of coda at frequenciesof 30 Hz. However, these
large correlation distancesare required to explain the standard deviation and spatial correlation of travel time variations
across large-scale seismic arrays. Gaussian and exponential
random media with reasonablestandarddeviationsin velocity
(< 10%) do not appear to satisfy both the travel time and

of cross-correlation

CONSTANT

VEL

maxima.

The cross corre-

10% STD DEV

coda observations.

A self-similar

random

sets of observations.

medium

can account

Such a medium

for these two

_

880m

would have a correlation

distance a of at least 10 km and a standard

deviation

in veloc-

0.2 see
I

ity of about 5%.

_

I

•1580m

Waveform Variation AcrossReceiverArrays
Another useful observation that provides constraints on
crustal heterogeneityis the variation of waveformsacrossseismic arrays. We quantify this waveform variation by determining the cross-correlation functions from the finite difference
synthetics.As shown in Figure 10, a portion of the synthetic
coda was windowed from the vertical components for 60
receiversalong the free surface(see top panel of Figure 1 for
geometry). The coda from each receiverwas band-passfiltered
and cross-correlatedwith that from every other receiver.The

2780m
•
3980m •

each pair of receivers and then averaged as a function of
receiverseparationor offset.
Figure 12 illustrates the results of this procedurefor a self-

Fig. 14. Band-pass-filtered
(25-35 Hz) and envelopedsynthetic
seismograms
(radial components)for P wavespropagatingthrough a
constant velocity medium (left) and a random medium (right). Unfilteredseismograms
are shownin Figure 4. Seismogramamplitudes
are correctedfor geometricalspreading.The scatteringattenuationis
determinedfrom the decayof the peak envelopeamplitudeas a func-

similar

tion of distance.

maximum

of the cross-correlation

medium

function was determined

with a = 10 km and a standard

deviation

for

of
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Fig. 15. Logarithmof the peak amplitude(25-35 Hz) plottedagainstdistancefor exponentialmediawith correlation
distancesof 40 m (left) and 200 m (right),ac = 10%. Amplitudesare normalizedto the peak amplitudeobservedat the
receivernearestthe source(r = 380 m). Each type of symbolcorresponds
to measurements
from a linear array of receivers
along a particularazimuthfrom the source(seeFigure 2). The linesdenotethe leastsquaresfits to the amplitudedecay
used to estimatethe scatteringQ.

The syntheticseismograms
alsodemonstrate
that the rate of
decreaseof the crosscorrelation with offset is dependenton
the characteristicsof the random medium. In Figure 13, the

cross-correlation
resultsfor exponentialmedia(a = 10%) with
correlationdistancesof 20 and 200 m are depicted.The cross
correlationdecaysmuchmorerapidlywith receiverseparation
for the medium with the shorter correlation distance.

Thesefindingshaveimplicationsto the reciprocalproblem
of analyzingthe waveformsfrom closelyspacedearthquakes
at a singlereceiver.Many investigators
havenotedclustersof
microearthquakes
in many regionswith virtually identical
waveformsup to frequenciesas high as 30 Hz [Geller and
Mueller, 1980; Frankel, 1982a; Spieth, 1981; Pech•nannand
Kanamori,1982]. GellerandMueller [1980] proposedthat the

similarityof waveforms
requiresthe spatialseparationof these
eventsto be lessthan one quarter of the seismicwavelength.
The resultsin Figure 13 documentthat estimatesof the maximum separationof similarearthquakesare dependenton the
propertiesof the medium and are not simply a fixed fraction
of the wavelength.
APPARENT ATTENUATION IN RANDOM MEDIA

In this section we use measurements

from the finite differ-

ence syntheticsto quantify the apparent attenuation from
scatteringfor various types of random media. The apparent Q
is determinedfrom the decay in peak amplitude of the bandpass-filteredsyntheticswith propagationdistance.This yields

an estimateof the apparentattenuation(Q-x) of the initial
part of the waveform in a narrow frequencyrange. For each
finite differenceexperimentwe extract syntheticseismograms
from several arrays of receiversextendingradially outward
from the source(seeFigure 2). The syntheticsare correctedfor
geometrical spreading,band-passfiltered (25-35 Hz) with

phaselessButterworth filters, and enveloped.An example of
one profile of filtered recordsis shownin Figure 14.
The scattering Q is determined from the least squares fit
from graphs such as those in Figure 15. The log peak amplitudes of the filtered displacementsare plotted as a function of
distancefor P waves propagating through two random media.
In both media there is an overall decreaseof amplitude with
increasingdistance.However, considerablevariation is found
in the amplitudesmeasuredat any given distance.This variation is larger for the medium with ka = 5.6 (scattererslarger
than the wavelength),where the amplitude variation reachesa
factor of 6 at some distances. Certain paths through this
random medium exhibit virtually no attenuation, whereas
others have Q values as low as about 60. At severalreceivers
in this medium, the amplitudes are greater than those in the
constant velocity case.This indicates that multipathing is occurring. Obviously, fitting a linear decay to these amplitudes
characterizesthe scatteringattenuation in only a gross sense
for this medium. Finite differenceruns with larger grid sizes
are necessaryto better separatethe effectsof multipathing and
scatteringattenuation for media with ka >>1, where relatively
few scatterersare contained in the grid. The large variance in
plots suchas Figure 15 illustratesthe difficultiesof quantifying
the attenuation in scattering media, difficulties frequently encountered in amplitude measurementsof actual short-period
seismograms.
We investigatethe variation of scatteringQ as a function of
the normalized frequency ka, by examining attenuation for
30-Hz P waves propagating through random media with
various correlation distances.Since ka is proportional to frequencytimes the correlation distance,sucha procedureessentially determines the frequency dependenceof apparent attenuation in a particular random medium. For 30-Hz P
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GAUSS mANCORRELATIONFUNCTION

time as the direct

wave

and should

not be counted

as lost

energy [Sato, 1977; Wu, 1982; Malin and Phinney,1985]. One
of the motivationsfor using the finite differencesyntheticsto
determine attenuation is to provide some constraint on the
propervaluefor 0min.
The predictedattenuation is peaked at ka between 1 and 2,
in agreementwith the resultsfrom the numerical simulations.

The theoreticalattenuationat ka < 1 is proportionalto (ka)2,
in correspondencewith the results from the synthetics.We
should note that the theoretical frequencydependenceof attenuation for ka <<1 (the Rayleigh scatteringlimit) differs between two- and three-dimensionalrandom media [see Menke,

1984].Attenuation
is proportionalto (ka)3 for ka <<1 in three-

0,1

1

10

dimensionalmedia. The theory predicts that the amount of
attenuation and the precise value of ka at the peak attenuation are dependenton 0min. The high-frequencybehavior of
the attenuation (ka >>1) is identical between the two- and
three-dimensional

Fig. 16. Attenuation(Q-•) measuredfrom the synthetics
plotted
as a function

of ka for Gaussian

random

media with standard

devi-

ation ac of 10%. Error bars representone standard deviation, as

theories.

The measured

attenuation

for Gaussian

media cannot

be

matchedby any singlecurve derivedfrom the weak scattering

theory for the range of ka between0.3 and 5.6. For ka > 1 the
calculated from the regression analysis. Solid circles denote the
average of results from media with two random number sequences. observeddecline of attenuation with increasingka is much
Determinations from one medium are depicted with open symbols. more gradual than predictedby the theory. The significanceof
The curves indicate the theoretical attenuation derived from Appendix C. 0min denotesthe minimum scatteringangleconsideredin the
attenuation

calculation.

this differenceis, at present,unclear.Becauseof multipathing,

it is difficult to measure the attenuation for media with ka > 1,

so that the attenuation observationsfor these media may be
unrepresentative.Alternatively, the discrepancymay be caused
by the presenceof multiple scatteringand wave conversions
waves, the waves propagate at least 17 cycles within the neglectedby the Chernov[1960] theory. Simulationsinvolving
random medium (for the 210 by 200 point grid). It is necessary largergridswill be neededto resolvethis question.
Figure 17 shows the observed scattering attenuation for
to observethe amplitude decay over this number of cyclesto
obtain accurateestimatesof Q. An alternativemethod of esti- random media with exponential correlation functions,along
with the theoretical attenuation curves. The observed attenumating the frequencydependenceof Q would be to measure
ation increases as ka increases from 0.3 to 1.2. For ka between
attenuation as a function of frequencyfor one medium.This is
not practical becausethe attenuation of the low-frequency 1.2 and 5.6 the attenuation remains about constant, in contrast to the Gaussian media. The observed attenuation for the
components cannot be reliably estimated due to the small
exponential
media roughly follows the theoretical curve for
number of wavelengthsthey travel through the grid. In many
0mi
n
=
30
ø.
cases,Q valueswere determinedat a given ka from synthetics
The observed and theoretical attenuation values for the selfproduced in two random media, each characterized by the
similar
random media are depicted in Figure 18. For these
samepower spectrumbut different random number sequences
media
we
have measuredthe attenuation only for ka >_1. The
(or seeds).The grid sizefor the runs with ka < 1.16 was 210 by
200 grid points. For runs with ka = 2.32 and 5.6 (Gaussian
and exponential media), the grid size used was increasedto
EXPONENTIALCORRELATIONFUNCTION
300 by 300 points.

Figure16 showsthe attenuation(Q-•) valuesderivedfrom
the finite differencesyntheticsas a function of ka for random
media with Gaussian correlation functions.The apparent attenuation peaks at ka between 1 and 2. This essentiallymeans
that the scatteringattenuation is greatestwhen the seismic
wavelength is comparable to the size of the scatterers.This
observation

was also noted

I

I

I

I

I I i I

0.01

in the acoustic finite difference

simulationsreported by Frankel and Clayton [1984]. There is
a rapid increaseof attenuation with ka for ka < 1 and a gradual declineof attenuationat high frequencies(ka > 2).
It is usefulto comparethe resultsfrom the numericalsimulations with predictionsfrom the weak scatteringtheory described in Appendix C. Theoretical curves for scatteringattenuation in a two-dimensional

I

Gaussian random medium are

Q-1

45•\

0.001

depictedin Figure 16. Thesecurveswere derivedfrom equa0.i'
tion (Cll), for three values of the minimum scatteringangle
ka
0min.With the weak scatteringtheory,the appropriatevalueof
the minimum scatteringangle is unclear,sincewavesscattered Fig. 17. Measured attenuation and theoretical curves for exin the forward

direction

reach the receiver at about the same

ponentialrandom media,ac of 10%.
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attenuation

observed in the numerical

simulations

is essen-

CONSTANT

6479

10% STD

VEL

tially constant with frequency. The theoretical attenuation
curvesfor a 0mi, of 30ø match the numericalresultsfor these

Rndinl •

media.

380m•

Although the finite differencesimulationsallow us to determine the overall frequencydependenceof the scattering attenuation, more work is needed to quantify the absolute
values of attenuation. Simulationsinvolving several random
media with different random number sequences(but identical
power spectra) are required to achievebetter constraintson
the range of attenuation at any given ka. We have found that
varying the random number seed can produce differencesin
the absoluteQ determinationsup to a factor of 1.5.
The key parameter which distinguishes
the theoreticalattenuationbehavior of the exponentialand self-similarmedia is
the frequencydependenceof Q at high frequencies(ka >>1).
The independenceof Q with frequencyfor the self-similar
medium is a direct consequenceof the velocity fluctuations
having equal amplitudes(or variance)over a broad range of
length scales(seeequation(8)). The apparent attenuationof
the exponentialmediumdecreases
with frequencybecausethe
fluctuationamplitudeof this mediumdecreases
as the length

0.2

Trlnlverlet
•

-ec

I

,I

1580m

2780m

scalegets smaller.The theoreticalrelationshipbetweenthe
frequencydependenceof Q and the fluctuationspectrumof

R

the medium has been noted for Gaussian and exponential
media by Dainty [1984] and Menke [1984].

980m

Up until this point, we have discussed
only P waves.Some
initial simulationshave been done involving the propagation
of $V waves through random media. Figure 19 depicts $V
wave syntheticsfor the constantvelocitycaseand for an exponentialrandommedium.We consider$V wavepulseswith
dominantfrequenciesabout half that usedfor the P waves,so
that the wavelengthto grid spacingratio (and henceaccuracy)
is comparablefor the two wave types.The $V wavesin the
randommediumshowsignificantenergyon the radial componentsof displacement
and codaafter the initial pulse.As with
the P waves,the amplitudeof the $V wave (transversecomponent)in the random mediumgenerallydecreases
with distance
relative to the referencecase,a result of scatteringattenuation.

Someenergyis observedto arrivebeforethe SV pulseon both
the radial and transversecomponentsof the synthetics.This
energyis producedby $V to P conversionsin the random
medium. The initial arrival time of this precursory energy on

DEV

•

Fig. 19. (Left) Synthetic seismogramsfor an SV wave in a constant velocity medium (see geometry in Figure 2). (Right) Synthetic
seismogramsfor an SV wave in an exponential random medium with
10%

standard

deviation

and a = 80 m. Arrows

indicate

the arrival

timescalculatedfor an SV to P conversionoccurringin the portion of
the random

medium

nearest the source.

the radial componentscorrespondsapproximately to the expectedtime for suchconversions(seeFigure 19).
The

values of attenuation

measured

for $V

waves in ex-

ponential random media are shownin Figure 20. Thesevalues
were determined in the same manner as the P waves, except
that the waves were band-passfiltered from 12.5 to 17.5 Hz.
The frequencydependenceof the $V attenuation is similar to
SV WAVE,EXPONENTIAL
CORR.FTN.
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Fig. 18. Measured attenuation and theoretical curvesfor self-similar
randommedia,aref of 10%.
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Fig. 20.

Measured

attenuation
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curves for S V waves

in exponentialrandom media (ac = 10%).
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Figure 21 demonstrates that the dependence of backscatteredcoda amplitude on ka is generallysimilar to that of
the apparent attenuation, although there is large variance in
the coda measurements.For Gaussianmedia the coda amplitude is greatestat ka • 1. The coda amplitudefor exponential
media decreases
for ka > 1 but not as sharplyas the Gaussian
media. The coda amplitude is approximately constant with
respectto ka for the self-similarmedia. For ka > 1 the coda
amplitudesfor the self-similarmedia are greater than those of
the exponential media. The differencein the coda amplitude
betweenthe Gaussian,exponential, and self-similarmedia for
ka > 1 is a result of the differencein the fluctuationamplitude
of thesemedia at small wavelengths.
In Figure 22 we plot the observed coda amplitude with
respectto the backscatteredcoda amplitude(0 - 180ø)predicted by the acoustic theory (see Appendix C). Although the
functional relationship between the coda amplitude and ka
can be derived from the theory, the absolute value of the
amplitude dependson how the coda wavesare attenuatedand
multiply scattered.The effectsof these processesare poorly
known at present,so we simply compare the observedcoda
with relative values from the theory. Dividing equation (C7)
by k and setting 0 = 180ø, we obtain the backscatteredcoda
energygeneratedper wavelengthtravel distanceas
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(13)

Figure 22 confirmsthat the observedcoda amplitude is generally proportional to the value predicted by equation (13) for
the three typesof random media studied.

I I I IIJ

lO

ka

Fig. 21. Root mean square(rms) amplitudeof the filteredbackscatteredcoda plotted as a functionof ka for Gaussian(top), exponential(bottom),andself-similar
(bottom)media.Eachpointrepresentsthe averageof 5-10 waveforms,
with the error barssignifying
one standarddeviation.Amplitudesare normalizedto the peakam-
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plitude of the direct wave.

0.07

that

observed

attenuation

for P waves in the same media:

ß GAUSS IAN
o EXPONENTIAL
x SELF-S IA,11LAR

increase of

with ka for ka < 1 and a constant level of attenu-

0.06

ation for ka between1 and 6. Theseinitial resultssuggestthat
for 0.5 _< ka _<6, the amount of attenuation for SV waves is

comparableto that of P waves,when wavesof equal wavelengths are considered.Variations in Poisson'sratio, which
was kept fixed in this study,could of coursechangethis result.
BACKSCATTERED CODA

0.05

0.04

FrequencyDependenceof Coda Amplitude

In this section we evaluate the amplitude of the backscatteredsyntheticcoda as a function of ka. The backscattered
coda was determinedfrom P wave syntheticsat receiverslocated nearest to the source (see Figure 2). The coda waves

0.02

observedfor these receiversconsistmainly of energy backscatteredfrom the random medium. The syntheticsat each
receiverwere band-passfiltered (25-35 Hz) and the root mean

0.01

0.03

square amplitude of the filtered coda was calculated over a
fixed time window (0.2-0.6 s after the P wave arrival time).
The resultsare shownin Figure 21 for Gaussian,exponential,
I
i
i
0
0.01
0.02
O.03
O.04
0.05
and self-similarrandom media. Each data point representsthe
PRED ICED CODA AJVIP
coda amplitude (normalized to the peak amplitude of the
direct wave) averagedover 5-10 receiversequidistantfrom the
Fig. 22. Observed backscatteredcoda amplitude plotted against
source. In most cases, the results from two random media the theoreticalamplitudefrom equation (13). Data and error bars as
in Figure 21. The units for the theoreticalamplitudesare arbitrary.
(with differentseeds)wereaveragedfor eachdata point.
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Time Decay of Coda

0.5sec

The time decayof the seismiccoda is an important property
of observedhigh-frequencyseismogramsthat has been studied
in detail by numerousinvestigators.Aki and Chouet [1975]
presenteda single-scatteringmodel of backscatteredcoda to
explain the coda decay of waveformsfrom local microearthquakes.This model predictsthat the decay rate of the coda is
related to the transmission

attenuation

of the medium.
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In this

portion of the paper we evaluatethe time decay of the backscatteredcoda for the finite differencesyntheticsand compare
the resultswith the single-scattering
theory. For this study we
considered acoustic P waves, applying the finite difference
schemeto solve the acoustic heterogeneouswave equation
(equation (1)). Becauseof the reduced memory requirements
for the acousticfinite differencecoderelative to the elasticone,
larger grid sizescould be utilized. This allows the coda decay
rate to be examined over a longer time window without being
affectedby the original wave front encounteringthe edgesof
the grid.

predicte•
-2

Op: 82
Oc:

i

o

T I ME ( SEC)

-741

i

2

Fig. 24. (Top) Typical synthetic seismogram,filtered between 25
and 35 Hz, derivedfrom the geometrydepictedin Figure 23a. The bar
indicates the portion of the coda envelope analyzed for the time
decay.The medium had a correlation distanceof 10 m (ka = 0.3 at 30
Hz) and a standarddeviation of 20%. (Bottom) Averageof the log of
the coda amplitudesfor eight receiversplotted against time, starting
0.45 s after the direct wave. Amplitudes are normalized to the peak
amplitude of the direct pulse. The smooth solid curve is the coda
decay predicted by the single-scatteringmodel, derived from the

transmission
Qpmeasured
for the medium.The dashedcurverepresentsthe best fit of the observedcoda decay to equation (14). The
resultingestimateof the coda Qcis shownto the right.

b)

8kin

Two different configurationswere used to study the time
decayof the backscatteredcoda and are depictedin Figure 23.
For the first simulation(Figure 23a) the sourcewas situatedin
the centerof a 600 by 600 point grid (12 km by 12 km), with a
set of receiverssurroundingit at a distanceof 30 grid points
(600 m). Absorbing boundary conditionswere invoked at all
edges.The random mediumhad a correlationdistanceof 10 m
(ka = 0.3 at 30 Hz), an exponential correlation function, and a
standard deviation in velocity of 20%. The synthetic seismograms at each receiverwere band-passfiltered (25-35 Hz) and
enveloped(seeFigure 24). The log of the envelopeamplitude,
beginning0.45 s after the arrival time of the direct pulse,was
averagedover the eightreceiversand is shownin Figure 24.
The single-scattering
model can be usedto predict the coda

decayif the transmission
Q•, of the mediumis known.For
eachrandommediumdescribed
here,the transmission
Qpwas
determinedfrom the amplitudedecayof the direct wave with
distance.The single-scatteringmodel [Aki and Chouet, 1975]
givesthe coda amplitude A(co,t) at radial frequencyco and
time t for two-dimensional

media as

A(co,
t)oc
(3)
1/2
exp
(-•c)
--tot
Fig. 23. Configurationsof simulationsused to study the time
decayof the backscatteredcoda. The sourceis indicatedby the star
and the receiversare shown by triangles. All edges have absorbing
boundary conditions.

(14)

whereQcis the "codaQ" of the medium.The single-scattering
theory equatesthe coda Q with the transmissionQ of the
medium, that is, the Q observedfor a propagatingseismic
wave. We comparethe observedand predictedcoda decayup

to the time(tease)corresponding
to the traveltime fromthe
sourceto the edgeof the grid and back to the receivers.Comparison between the theory and the simulationsis inappro-
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Fig.
25.(Left)
Observed
and
predicted
(single-scattering
model)
coda
decays
formedia
with
a= 10m(ka=0.3)
and
standard
deviations
invelocity
of10,14,
and
20%.
The
coda
envelopes
have
been
smoothed
with
aGaussian
filter
(see

text).
Geometry
isshown
inFigure
23b.
Coda
Qc
values
derived
from
the
dashed
curves
and
the
observed
transmission
Q•,

arelisted
totheright
ofeach
panel.
(Right)
Coda
decays
formedia
with
a--40m(ka--1.16)
and
standard
deviations
of7

and 10%.

priate
fortimes
greater
thantedg
ebecause
theinitial
wave
front ditions
areapplied
atalledges.
Since
weareonlyconsidering
hasbeen
absorbed
along
theedges
ofthegrid.
onequadrant
of themedium,
theabsolute
amplitude
of the
Figure24clearly
shows
thediscrepancy
between
thecoda backscattered
codais aboutonefourththat for the whole

decay
observed
in thesimulation
andthatpredicted
bythe space.We wouldexpectthe decayrate of the codato be
single-scattering
model.
Thisrandom
medium
(a= 10 m, similarforthequarterandwholespace
configurations
since
a = 20%)hasstrongscattering
attenuation,
witha measuredthegeometrical
spreading
of thewavefrontandtheincrease
Qvof82.While
thesingle-scattering
theory
predicts
a steepin thenumberof scatterers
encountered
by thewavefront
decay
ofcoda
amplitude
withtime,
theobserved
decay
isquite withtimeareidenticalin bothcases.
For thesesimulations
we

gradual.
In fact,fittingequation
(14)to the observed
coda considered
randommediawith the samecorrelation
distance

decay
yields
a negative
value
forQc(see
Figure
24).Thisindi- butdiffering
standard
deviations
in velocity.
Thetransmission
cates
thattheobserved
coda
decay
isactually
less
steep
than attenuation
(Qv-x)measured
forthesemediawasfoundto be
thegeometrical
spreading
termt-1/2in equation
(14).The approximately
proportional
to thevariance
of thevelocity
negative
value
ofQcisa consequence
oftheinapplicability
of [Frankel
andClayton,
1984].
Foreachmedium
thelogofthe
thesingle-scattering
theory
andequation
(14)forthisrandomcoda envelopeat eachreceiverwas smoothedin the time
medium
anddoes
notimply
a growth
ofenergy
withtime.
domainusinga Gaussian
filterwitha widthof about0.2s at
Weinvestigated
thecoda
decay
ratefora variety
ofrandomhalf amplitude.
The smoothed
codaenvelopes
werethen
media
using
thegeometry
shown
inFigure
23b.
Thisconfigu-averaged
over
the
five
receivers
and
plotted
up
to
time
tedg
efor
rationwaschosen
sothatthequarter-circular
wavefronttravelsthemaximum
distance
possible
in themedium
before
it

thisconfiguration.

The observed
codadecays
for threeexponential
random

encounters
theedgeof thegrid.Absorbing
boundary
con- mediawithka = 0.3butdiffering
standard
deviations
in veloc-
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ity (!0, 14, and 20%) are depictedon the left sideof Figure 25.
For the medium with a standarddeviation of 10%, the predicted coda decay appearsto agreewith the observationsfrom
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lated coda Q can actually be negativewhen the scattering
attenuation is large (Figure 24).
DISCUSSION

the synthetics.
In this case,the transmission
Qv is relatively

The results of the numerical
simulations
indicate that a
high, 340, and the scatteringis thereforeweak. The predicted
coda decay does not match the syntheticresults, however, crust with self-similarvariations in seismicvelocity over length
when the scatteringattenuationis moderate.The observed scalesof lessthan about 50 km (a > 10 km) can explain a wide
coda decay is more gradual than the theoreticalone for the variety of observationsfrom actual short-periodseismograms.
mediumwith a 14%standarddeviationin velocityand a Qv This self-similarmodel of the crust is consistentwith general
of 150. The difference between the observed and predicted observationsconcerningrocks and surfacegeology.The seis-

decay is most striking for the medium with 20% standard

mic velocity within a rock can vary markedly over length

deviationand a Qvof 82. As in Figure24, the theorypredicts scalesof millimeters, as crystalsof differing minerals are sama sharp rate of coda decay, whereas the observed coda decay
is quite gradual, similar to the decayrates of the more weakly
scatteringmedia.
Simulationsusing media with a larger correlation distance
confirm that the amount of the scatteringattenuation is the
critical factor that causes the difference between the observed

coda decay and that predictedby the single-scattering
theory.
On the right side of Figure 25, we show that observedcoda
decay for two exponential media with a = 40 m (ka = 1.16 at
30 Hz) and standard deviations of 7 and 10%. The values of

Qv determinedfor thesemediawere 150 (a = 7%) and 96
(a = 10%). Again the observed coda decay rates are more
gradual than predicted by the single-scatteringtheory, with
the difference increasing as the transmissionattenuation increases.

The simulationsindicate that estimatesof coda Q derived
from the coda decay using the single-scatteringmodel will

pled. Comparable variations in seismicvelocity exist in the
crust over length scalesof up to tens of kilometers (at least)
and are manifestedby differencesin the average velocitiesof
distinct lithologic units.
The self-similarmodel contrastswith that proposed by Aki
[1980a, b], who concludedthat the crust was characterizedby
a correlation

distance

of about

1 km.

Such a model

could

accountfor a peak of shearwave attenuationat 1 Hz inferred
by Aki [1980a], basedon long-periodsurfacewave measurements and studies of S and coda waves from

microearth-

quakes.To explain the apparentfrequencydependenceof Q
above 1 H7.,Aki [1980b] suggested
that the spectrumof crustal velocity variations was intermediatebetweenthat of exponential and self-similarmedia for scalelengthslessthan a
few kilometers. Studies of coda Q generally report a strong
increaseof Qc with frequencybetween1 and 25 Hz [Aki and
Chouet, 1975; Rautian and Khalturin, 1978; Roecker et al.,

significantly
overestimate
the transmission
Qvof the medium, 1982]. However, the resultsof the numericalstudy described
whenQv< 200.In Figure25 we fit the observed
codadecays in this paper clearly show that the single-scatteringmodel
to equation (14) and obtained valuesof the coda Q. The ratio

usedfor theseQ estimatesis not appropriatewhen the scatter-

between
Q½andQpis aboutthreefor Qp< 150.The calculated ing Q is moderate.Thus the coda Q resultsmay sometimes
codaQ decreases
somewhat
as Qv decreases,
signifying
that overestimatethe body wave Q.
the coda decay rate steepensslightly.This dependenceof the
coda decayon the transmissionattenuationis oppositeto that
observed for forward scattered coda in randomly layered
media by Menke and Chen [1984]. They reported that the
decayrate of the forward scatteredcoda decreasesas the variance of the medium (and hence its transmissionattenuation)
increases.

The discrepancybetweenthe observedand predicted coda
decay appears to be causedby multiple scattering.As the
scatteringattenuation gets stronger,multiple scatteringbecomes more important, and the coda decay becomesmore
gradual than predictedby the single-scattering
theory. In numerical studies of one-dimensional random media, Richards

and Menke [1983] also found that multiple scattering producedmore gradual decaysof the backscatteredcoda relative
to the single-scattering
model. The resultsobtained here indicate that multiply scatteredwaves form a significantportion
of the backscatteredcoda when the scatteringattenuation is

greaterthana certainthreshold
(Qv< 200).
Gao et al. [1983] extended the Aki and Chouet [1975]
theory to include multiple scattering,while still neglecting
lossesin transmission(Born approximation).This theory predicts a coda decay rate more gradual than found from the
single-scatteringmodel for large lapse times. Gao et al. [1983]
conclude that multiple scatteringwould cause estimatesof
coda Q derived from the single-scatteringmodel to be 1.4
times that of the transmissionQ of the medium. However, the
simulationsdemonstratethat multiple scatteringcan alter the
coda decay in a much strongermanner, such that the calcu-

Hermann [1980] reported a regional correspondencebe-

tweenQcand transmission
Q for 1-Hz Lgwaves.He founda
Qc of about 140 using records from Berkeley, California,
whichagreedroughlywith measurements
of transmission
Q in
the area made by other investigators.If this attenuation was
causedby scattering,it would imply fairly strong scattering
and the presenceof multiply scatteredwaves in the coda.
Given the results of the numerical simulations, we would not

expecta correspondence
betweencoda Q and transmissionQ
in mediawith suchstrongscattering.This agreementwould be
expected,however,if intrinsiclossmechanisms
dominatedthe

attenuation
for 1-HzLgwavesin centralCalifornia.
Whenthe
observedtransmissionattenuation is large, the similarity between the coda Q and the transmissionQ may imply that
intrinsic absorption is the causeof the attenuation. Conversely, the presenceof a relativelygradualrate of coda decayin a
medium with strong transmissionattenuation may indicate
that the attenuation is produced by scattering rather than
intrinsic dissipation.
The characterizationof the frequencydependenceof crustal
attenuation at frequenciesgreater than about 1 Hz would
discriminatebetween the self-similarand exponential models
of crustal heterogeneityif attenuation is indeed causedby

scatteringin this frequencyrange. For thesefrequenciesthe
scatteringQ of the self-similarmedium proposedhere (a > 10
km) would be constant with frequencyand that of an exponential medium (a = 1 km) would linearly increasewith
frequency.Aki [1980a] estimatedthe frequencydependenceof
Qsin this frequencyrangefrom the amplitudesof earthquakes
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at varyingdistancesfrom a singlestation,recordedthrough correlationof travel time variationsobservedfor large-scale
real-time band-passfilters.The amplitudeswere correctedfor seismicarrays.
the sourcestrengthby dividingby the amplitudeof the seismic
2. Exponential and Gaussian random media with correcoda observedat somefixed time after the origin time. This lation distancesof 10 km and larger (< 10% standarddevi"single-station"
method documentedthat Q ocfø'6-ø'sbe- ation in velocity)cannot accountfor the presenceof seismic
tween 1.5 and 24 Hz in Japan. Although we feel that the coda at frequenciesof 30 Hz, commonly observedfor miassumptionsinvoked in this method are reasonable,Q croearthquakes.
measurements
derivedfrom changesin bodywavespectraas a
3. A random medium with self-similarvelocity fluctufunction of source-receiver distance would be useful as a comations(a > 10 km and standarddeviationof about 5%) can
parison.
explain the observationsof both travel time variations and
Improveddeterminations
of transmission
attenuationusing high-frequencycoda amplitudes.

direct spectralmethodsare neededto resolvethe frequency 4. The scattering
attenuation(Q-•) observed
in the simudependence
of attenuationfrom 1 to 30 Hz. If Q is proportion- lations increases with ka for ka < 1 for Gaussian and exal to frequency,the spectralshapewill not changeas the wave ponential media. The scattering attenuation is peaked at
propagates,only the overall amplitude will decrease.Anderson ka • 1 for Gaussianmedia. The apparentattenuationin exandHough[1984] notedthat the shapeof the high-frequency ponential and self-similarmedia appearsto be constantfor
spectralfalloff for strongmotion recordswas consistentwith a 1 <ka<5.6.
frequencyindependentQ. There is some evidenceof a con5. The single-scattering
model of coda formation is not

stant Q with frequencyfrom 1 to 16 Hz in the amplitudesof
filtered strong motion recordsfrom the San Fernando earth-

valid when the scatteringattenuationis moderateor large
(scatteringQ < 200). Becauseof multiple scatteringthe coda

quake [Berrill, 1975;Hanks,1982]. Singhet al. [1982], how- decay rates observed in the numerical simulations are relaever,reportedan increaseof Q with frequencyusingspectra tivelygradualwhenthe scatteringattenuationis large.
from someImperial Valley aftershocks.
While this paper attemptsto explain the featuresof shortAPPENDIX A: ACCURACY TESTS OF FINITE
period seismograms
with an isotropicrandom mediummodel,
the earth'scrustis undoubtedlyevenmore complex.The presenceof fine scalehorizontallayeringcan produceseismiccoda
(see,e.g.,Bouchon[1982]) and apparentattenuation[Richards
and Menke, 1983]. Levanderand Hill [1985] have usedfinite
differencesimulationsto demonstratethat random topography on buried interfacescan also generatecoda waves.The
heterogeneityspectrumof the crust may also changewith
depth,particularlyin the near surfacewhereopenjoints and
fracturesare present.Studiesof high-frequency
spectra(> 10

DIFFERENCE METHOD

The complexityof the randommediaand the resultingsynthetic seismograms
naturally raisesquestionsabout the accuracy of the finite differencemethod. We have performeda
seriesof tests to evaluate the accuracyof the fourth-order
schemesusedin this paper.Frankel and Clayton[1984] computedthe finite differencesynthetics
for a planewavepropagating at normal incidencethrough a stack of plane layers
with randomly varying velocities.Comparisonof the finite
difference synthetics with those derived from the Haskell
Hz) indicate that severe attenuation often occurs at shallow
[ 1960]matrix methodshowedexcellentagreement.
depths(lessthan a few kilometers)in the earth'scrust,attenuA secondaccuracytest involved the evaluation of the radiation much greaterthan that observedfor ray pathsthat priation pattern from a point scattererfrom an incidentplane
marily sample depths larger than 5 km [Frankel, 1982b;
wave. Figure A1 illustrates the radiation pattern observed
Hanks,1982;Malin and Waller, 1985;Cranswicket al., 1985].
with the finite differencesyntheticsfor SV waves scattered
If this"siteresponse"
is causedby scatteringfrom near-surface
from a small scattererfor an incident plane SV wave. The
heterogeneities,
it would imply that the small-scalevelocity
fluctuations(< 100 m across)would be larger in amplitude
near the surfacethan at deeperdepthsin the crust.
It is clear that the completequantificationof the various
RADIATION PA'FrERNFROM POINT $CATrERER
scatteringeffectsdiscussed
in this paper will requiresubstani
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tial future effort, in both the use of numerical simulations and

the analysis of actual short-period seismograms.As more
powerfulcomputersbecomeavailable,particularlythosethat
useconcurrentprocessing
architecture(AppendixA), finite differencesimulationsin large-scale,three-dimensional
random
mediawill becomefeasible.We feelthat the major conclusions
of thispaperare not affectedby the two dimensionality
of the
simulations.The peak values of scatteringattenuationdiffer
little between the two- and three-dimensional

theories. We
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would expect that the coda amplitude would also be similar

for the two cases,with the three-dimensional
mediumhaving
more scatterersper travel distancebut a strongerrate of geometrical spreading.In any case,even factor of 2 variationsin

codaamplitudeswould not alter the principalfindingsof the
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paper.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. A1. Radiation pattern observedin the finite differencesimulations for $V wavesscatteredfrom a small scatterer,for an incident

plane $V wave.The theoreticalcurveis derivedfrom the analytical
resultsof Wu andAki [1985],adaptedto the two-dimensional
geomeleast10 km to accountfor the standarddeviationand spatial try of the simulations.
1.

The earth's crust must have a correlation distance of at
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scattererwas 2 grid points on a side and was characterizedby
Our third accuracytest consistedof running simulationsfor
an impedance contrast of 1% relative to the surrounding the same random medium at two different grid spacings.Synmedium but with the same P and S wave velocities. The wavethetic seismogramswere derivedfor a random medium with a
length of the incident wave was 10 grid points. The radiation grid spacingof 20 m. The random medium was then interpopattern was measuredfrom the amplitude of the curl of the lated to yield a grid spacingof 10 m, with twice the number of
scatteredwave field. The radiation pattern derived from the grid points in eachdirection(x and z). The resultingsynthetics
syntheticsshowsgood correlation(Figure A1) with that pre- were then compared with the original run. Any numerical
dicted by the analytical theory of Wu and Aki [1985], modi- errors will causediscrepanciesbetween the syntheticsderived
fied to the two-dimensionalgeometryof the simulations.The from the two cases.Figure A2 depicts some of the seismofeatures that differ between the two- and three-dimensional
gramsusedin this comparison.Although minor differencesare
cases are the Green's functions and the substitution of scatapparent in some of the transversecomponents,the overall
terer area for volume (see Appendix C). In the two- good agreementbetweenthe waveformsindicatesthat numeridimensionalgeometrythe scattereris essentiallya line scat- cal errors are not significantlyaffecting the results. In this
terer extending perpendicular to the plane of the grid. The paper we analyzesyntheticP waveswith wavelengthsat least
largestdiscrepancyin the absoluteamplitude of the synthetics 10 times the grid spacing.
Some of the finite difference simulations described in this
and the theory occursfor the backscatteredenergy(0 = 180ø),
where the amplitude of the syntheticsis about two thirds of paper (coda time decay) were run on one of the concurrent
the predictedvalue.This differenceis not surprising,given the processorsdevelopedand built by the Jet Propulsion Laborafinite extent of the scattererand the fact that sharp contrasts tory and the California Institute of Technology.This conin material parameters are representedas gradients in the current processorconsistsof 32 individual processors(nodes)
finite difference scheme.
which perform their operationssimultaneouslyand can communicate with their adjacent processors. For the twodimensional finite difference scheme considered here, the finite

Radial

difference grid is divided into 32 equal-sizedsubgrids.Each
separateprocessorsolvesthe finite differencealgorithm in a
particular subgrid. The processorsonly communicate with
each other for the exchange of updated values along the
common edges of the subgrids.This communication occurs
only once per time step and takes relatively little time compared to the computations for the interior of the subgrids.
Thus problems on large grids can be solved in virtually the
time it takes each processorto solve its small subgrid. The
concurrent processingtechnique will make the solution of
large-scale,two- and three-dimensionalproblems in wave
propagationpossibleat substantialsavingsof cost and computing time, relative to sequentialcomputers.

Transverse

O.E •ec

APPENDIX B' NORMALIZATION

R

RANDOM

OF DISCRETE

MEDIA

The finite grid spacing introduces,in some cases,certain
differences in the normalization of the random medium, com-

pared to the caseof a continuousmedium. For a continuous

medium,the variance(ac2)is givenby

O.
c2 =

P(kr)kr dkr

(a 1)

The variancefor the samemedium sampledon a discretegrid

(ad2)is,however,

•r•2 =
do

P(k•)k•dk•
kNyq

(B2)

wherekNy
q is the Nyquistwavenumber(n/h, whereh is the

lationsusingtwo differentgrid spacings.
Seismograms
with solidlines
were generatedwith a grid spacingof 20 m, and those with dashed
lineswere producedwith a grid spacingof 10 m, in the samerandom

grid spacing).Thus the standard deviation of the discretely
sampled medium may be less than that of the original, continuous medium. In the spatial domain this is equivalent to
truncating the correlation function at zero offset. In cases
where the power spectrumhas significantamplitude at the
Nyquist wave number, the standard deviation will be a function of the grid spacing. We have normalized the discrete
random media to correspond to continuous media with a

medium. Source-receiver

given

Fig. A2.

Comparisonof syntheticseismogramsmade in the simu-

distances are shown to the left.
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TABLE B1. StandardDeviationsad of DiscreteRandomMedia
Usedin Simulations
(fora½= 10%)
Medium

Gaussian
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Self-similar
Self-similar

ka

a, m

%, %

0.29
0.58
0.29
0.58
1.16
2.32
1.16
2.32

10
20
10
20
40
80
40
80

6.8
9.6
6.8
8.4
9.2
9.6
7.3
8.6

C is a constant
thatspecifies
theabsolute
amplitude
of the
powerspectrum
fora givenrrref
2 andcanbefoundfromequation (B9):

C--

20'ref
2

In(1+kNyq2aref
2)--0'29rrref2(Bll)

Here,a self-similar
mediumwith a = 200m andh = 20 m was
chosenas the reference
medium.Thus the two-dimensional
fluctuation
powerspectrum
for the self-similar
mediausedin

ourinvestigation
ofapparent
attenuation
isgiven
by
P(k,)= 0.29rrref2a2(1
+ k,2a2)- 1
The dependence
of apparentattenuationon ka in self-similar

Gaussianand ExponentialMedia

media
wasquantified
withthefinitedifference
simulations
by

In the sectionon apparentattenuation,
we measured
the considering
mediawithdiffering
a butwhose
spectra
aredeattenuation
asa function
of ka by studying
mediawithdiffer- scribed
byequation
(B12).Thevariance
rra
2 ofeachmedium
is

entcorrelation
distances.
Fora Gaussian
correlation
function,
thetwo-dimensional
fluctuation
powerspectrum
foreachof
these
mediaisspecified
by(seeTable1)

= --•
rrc
2a2
e_k,2a2/4
P(k,)

o'a
2=

0.29ar,f2a2(!
+ kr2a2)
- lk,.dk,.
•0
kNyq

(B13)

and

(B3)

O'a
2= 0.145arcf
2In(1+ kNyq2a
2)
(B14)
deviations
ofsuchself-similar
media
vary
whereac2 is thevariance
of thecontinuous
medium.
From Thusthestandard

Table1 andequation(B2)the varianceof the discrete
Gaus- somewhatas a functionof the correlationdistance.Table B1
liststhestandard
deviations
usedto normalizetheself-similar
sianmediausedin thesimulations
canbecalculated
as

mediafor thecases
thatdiffered
significantly
fromthe 10%
O'd
2=

kNyq
O.
c22a2
do
e-k':a:/4k,
dk,
•

rra
2= rrc2(
1-- e-kNy":a:/4)

standarddeviationfor the reference
mediumwith a = 200 m.

(B4)Thesestandard
deviations
werecalculated
fromequation
(BS)

(B14).

Thecorrelation
distance
a of a self-similar
mediumdoesnot

For exponential
mediathespectral
poweranddiscrete
vari- correspond
to thespatiallagwheretheamplitude
ofthecorreance

lation functionequalsI/e, as with the Gaussianand ex-

are

ponentialmedia.Instead,the correlationdistanceof the self-

P(k,)= ac2a2(1
+ kr2a2)
- 3/2

(B6)

aa2= ac2[1
-- (1+ kNyq2a2)
-'/2]

(B7)

similar
medium
(andtheothertypesof media)
describes
the
shape
of itsfluctuation
spectrum,
specifically
itscornerwave

number.

Usingequations
(B5)and (B7),it wasfoundthat thestandard

deviation
ofthediscrete
mediadiffered
significantly
fromthat DiscreteRandomMedia With CorrelationDistances
of the continuousmediumwhen a < 2h. The valuesof the
standarddeviationsof thesediscretemediausedin the simula-

Larger Than the Grid Dimension

In thesection
ofthispaper
entitled
"coda
amplitude
athigh
frequencies,"
several
random
media
wereinvestigated
thathad
correlation
distances
largerthanthetotalgridsize.It was
Self-Similar Media
necessary
to
normalize
thesemediaby theirspectral
ampliThediscrete,
self-similar
mediausedin thispapercannotbe tudebecause
the
standard
deviation
will
be
dependent
on
the
normalizedwith respectto the standarddeviationof the contotalgridsize.Therefore
the mediawereconstructed
differtinuousmediumbecause
that standarddeviationis undefined.
entlyfromthoseusedto quantify
theapparent
attenuation
That is, the correlation
functionKo(r/a
) is infiniteat r- 0.
andtraveltime.Therandom
mediaweregenerated
in the
Ourapproach
isto usethestandard
deviation
fora particular,wavenumber
domain
byassigning
thespectral
powerat each
discrete,
self-similar
medium
as thereference
by whichthe (k,,,kz)tothatofthedesired
correlation
function.
Thephase
at
otherself-similar
mediaarenormalized.
Fortunately,
thevari- each(k,,,k0waschosen
randomly.
Theresulting
wavenumber
tions are listed in Table B 1.

anceof thediscrete
self-similar
medium
is a logarithmic
func- spectrum
wasinversely
transformed
to thespatialdomainto
tion of thegridspacing,
sothat largedifferences
in thesam- produce the random medium.
plingintervaldo not stronglyalterthe determinations
of the
standarddeviationof the medium.This can be seenfrom the

variance
O'ref
2fora reference
medium
witha = are
f

O'ref
2-- C

aref2(
1 + kr2aref2)-lkr
dkr
Nyq

spacing
of 500m anda totalgridlengthof 100kmwasused
to makemediawithcorrelation
distances
of greater
than5

(B8) km.These
media
were
normalized
bytheirstandard
deviation,

andthespectral
amplitude
ataparticular
wave
number
(knorm)

C

O'ref
2"-'•'In(1+ kNyq2aref
2)

Normalization
of these
mediawasa two-step
process,
in-

volving
grids
withtwodifferent
mesh
spacings.
First,a grid

(B9)

(BlO)
C (1+•2aref2
•
aref2=•-ln
h2//

wascalculated.
Thena randommediumwasconstructed
with

a gridsizeof 20m andtotallength
of4 km.Thisgridwas
usedforthesimulations
of high-frequency
(> 10Hz)wave
propagation.
Thespectral
amplitude
at k.... wasadjusted
to
matchthatobtained
fromthelargergrid.
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The standard deviation increaseswith total grid size for
exponentialmedia where the correlation distanceis greater
than the grid size.Thus all standarddeviationsfor this section
of the paper refer to the standarddeviationsderived from the
grid with h = 500 m. The standarddeviation observedon the
smaller grid (h = 20 m) is about 0.3 times that of the larger
grid for a = 10 km. For self-similarmedia, however, the variancescalculatedon the two gridsare approximatelyequal.
APPENDIX C' THEORETICAL FORMULAS FOR APPARENT
ATTENUATION IN Two-DIMENSIONAL
RANDOM MEDIA

Here we adapt the theory presentedby Chernov[1960] and
Wu [1982] for the scatteringof scalar wavesthrough threedimensionalrandom media to the two-dimensionalgeometry
of the finite difference simulations.

The derivation

of the for-

mula relating the scatteringattenuation of a random medium
to its fluctuation spectrum consistsof two steps. First, the

INC I DENT
PLANEWAVE

intensity
of energy
scattered
at a particular
angleisfoundfor
an incident plane wave. Next, the scatteredenergy is integratHETEROGENEOUS
AREA
ed over a range of scattering angles to determine the total
apparent attenuation of the random medium. Several assumpFig. C1. Geometry used in derivation of formulas for apparent
tions are made in this treatment, including (1) single scatter- attenuation
in randommedia(modified
from Aki dndRichards

ing,(2) weakvelocity
perturbations,
(3) no scattering
from [•980]).
gradientsin velocity,and (4) receiverlocated in far-field from
scatteringregion.

an ensembleaverageof the velocityflucWe determinethe amplitudeof waves scatteredthrough (a(5,')a(•)) represents
tuationsof the medium.We defineK = e• - n, wheree• is the
in the • direction.
It canbe shown[Aki and
randommedium,followingcloselythe proceduyeof Aki and unitvector
angle 0 for an incident plane wave in a two-dimensional

Richards [1980, chapter 13] for the three-dimensionalcase. Richards,
1980]thatIKI= 2 sin(0/2),where
0 is theangle
Figure C1 showsthe geometryof the problem. For a receiver between the incident and scattered wave. After replacing
located at x, the amplitude of a wave (wave number k, radial (a(•')a(•)) by rr2m(•-- •'), e•uation(C3)becomes
frequencyco)scatteredby a unit areaof the randommediumis

O(x,
t)=Oo(2co2
rS-•)I•-5•2
Ho{2•(kr)le•'ø•e-•
(C1)
ßexp [ikK. (• - g')] dA (•) dA (•')
Here (I)o is the amplitudeof the incidentplane wave traveling
a distanceof • from the centerof the heterogeneousregion to
the unit scatterer. (5c/cis the velocity perturbation, r is the
distancebetweenthe scatteringelement and the receiver,and

(C4)

Adopting
centerofmasscoordinates
•' = (g+ •')/2 and•4 =

•- •', andchan•ng(•a, •2a)to circular
coordinates
(r',0%
thefollowingrelationships
arefound'

Ho(2)(kr)
is a Hankelfunction.The firsttermin parentheses
in

•d•aCd•2
c=A

the right-hand side of equation (C1) describesthe scattering
potential and the term in bracketsrepresentsthe Green'sfunction for a line scattereror source(perpendicularto the plane)
in a two-dimensional medium [see Kraut, 1967]. The far-field
K. •a = IKIr'cos0'= 2 sin(O/2)r'cosO'
approximation allows us to replacer with Ixl-n,
where n is
dA (•a)= r' dr' dO'
the unit vector pointing along x. Integrating over the area A
of the heterogeneous
regionand replacingthe Hankel function Substitutionof thesetermsinto equation(C4) yields
by its asymptoticlimit, we obtain
=

.... =-•

N(r')

exp[i(cot
+ r•/4- klxl)-I
k3/2
(7••X])
1/2
ßexp(i2kr'sin(0/2)cosO')r'dr' dO' (C5)
Herewehaveextended
the•imitoftheintegral
in r' to r' = •,
ßf•ia(•)
exp
[-ik(•
- n.•)]dA(C2)
assuming
thatthecorrelation
function
is smallfor offsets

(I)= (I)o-•-

where a(•) = (5c/c.The spectralpower of the scatteredwave is

determined
from the productof the right handsideof eguation (C2) evaluatedat • and its complexconjugateat location
•', so that

2•lxl ,=0

largerthanthesizeof theheterogeneous
zone.Since

Sei•ø•ø
dO
=2nJo(x)
[Hildebrand, 1962], we find

- 2•lxl <•(•')•(•)>
ßexp [ik(• - •'-

n. (• - •')] dA (•) dA (•')

(C3)

• 2 k3a2A
N(r')r'Jo[2kr'
sin
(0/2)]
dr'
Ixl

(C6)
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The integral in equation(C6) is the two-dimensionalFourier
transformP(kr) of N(r) (seeequation(6) in text),so that

The researchin this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and the SeismologicalLaboratory,California Institute of
Technology,and was sponsoredby the Sun Oil Company, Ametek
Corporation, and the National Aeronauticsand Space Adminstration. Contribution4249 of the Division of Geologicaland Planetary
Sciences,
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,Pasadena.

- Ix--T(•)2k3a2Ap[2ksin(O/2)]
(C7)
This formula states that for a seismic wave at wave number k,
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